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All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. So the best way to
pull yourself up is by indulging in mind teasers and laughter
riots. Need a chill pill? Get into the WIZARD’S CORNER! 

S.F. AND COMIC KIDS GARFIELD

FAMILY CIRCUSWUZZLES GO FIGURE

Place the four numbers in the first, third, fifth, and 
seventh boxes and whichever operators you want to use in
the second, fourth, and sixth boxes in the correct order to
get the answer. Use the numbers only once. 

× + −
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3 - 4 + 8 + 2 = 9Easy
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Hard

SOLUTIONS:

9 x 8 - 8 + 1 = 65
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VOCABULARY
BUILDER

5 + 2 + 9 x 3 = 48
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1) enfilade  (en fuh
LADE) n.        
 raking gunfire
 long valley
 smoothness
 sharpness

2) baleful adj.          
 absurd
 overflowing
 kindly
 menacing

3) chary  (CHAIR ee)
adj.        
 kindly

 smoky
 confused
 cautious

4) purveyor   n.      
 inspector
 overseer
 supplier
 scoundrel

5) summarily adv.          
 gruffly
 promptly
 thoroughly
 unfairly

ANSWERS

1) pelage
 wound
 bandage
 hunter’s target
 mammal fur

2) pennon
 nautical flag
 small flashlight
 five-sided star
 pension provider
3) penstock

 animal enclosure
 a sluice
 a gate
 a stop valve

4) empty nesters 
 parents whose chil-
dren no longer live at
home  investment
funds that produce little
or no profit  politicians
who make promises they
cannot keep  people

who do not achieve much
in life
5) Hobson’s choice
 a choice between two
really good options
 a choice between two
equally bad options  a
choice between what is
offered or nothing at
all
 a choice between
two unimportant
matters

ANSWERS
1) mammal fur 2) nautical
flag 3) sluice 4) parents
whose children no longer
live at home  5) a choice

between what is
offered or nothing
at all

1) Raking gunfire along the length of a line
of troops; as, The Yankee enfilade created
havoc among the outnumbered Confederate
soldiers. Old French enfiler (to thread on a
string).
2) Menacing; ominous; destructive; as, a
baleful glance. Old English bealoful.
3) Cautious; wary; not giving freely; as, The
newspaper editor was chary of giving cred-
it. Old English cearig (sorrowful).
4) Supplier of food or other provisions.
Latin providere (to provide).
5) Promptly; without formality or delay; as,
``All petitions were dealt with summarily.’’
Latin summatim.

1 Two girls were born to the
same mother, at the same
time, on the same day, in

the same month and the same year
and yet somehow they’re not
twins. Why not?

2A ship anchored in a port
has a ladder, which hangs
over the side. The length of

the ladder is 200cm, the distance
between each rung in 20cm and the
bottom rung touches the water. The
tide rises at a rate of 10cm an hour.
When will the water reach the fifth
rung?

3You have a 3-litre bottle
and a 5-litre bottle. How
can you measure 4 litres of

water by using 3L and 5L bottles? 

43 Friends went to a shop
and purchased 3 toys. Each
person paid ` 10 which is

the cost of one toy. So, they paid
`30 i.e. total amount. The shop
owner gave a discount of  `5 on
the total purchase of 3 toys for
`30. Then, among `5, Each person
has taken `1 and remaining `2
given to the beggar beside the
shop. Now, the effective amount
paid by each person is `9 and the
amount given to the beggar is `2.
So, the total effective amount paid
is 9*3 = 27 and the amount given
to beggar is `2, thus the total is
`29. Where has the other `1 gone
from the original `30?

ANSWERS:
1.) Because there was a third boy, which makes them triplets.
2.) The tide raises both the water and the boat so the water will never reach the
fifth rung.
3.) First, fill 3Lt bottle and pour 3 litres into 5Lt bottle. Again fill the 3Lt bottle.
Now pour 2 litres into the 5Lt bottle until it becomes full. Now empty 5Lt bottle.
Pour remaining 1 litre in 3Lt bottle into 5Lt bottle. Now again fill 3Lt bottle and
pour 3 litres into 5Lt bottle. Now you have 4 litres in the 5Lt bottle. That’s it.
4.) The logic is payments should be equal to receipts. We cannot add the amount
paid by persons and the amount given to the beggar and compare it to `30. The
total amount paid is `27. So, from `27, the shop owner received 25 rupees and
beggar received ` 2. Thus, payments are equal to receipts.

 What do you call a dog
magician?
A: A labracadabrador
 What building in your
town has the most
stories?
A: The public library

Answers: 1.a, 2 c, 3 a, 4 d

1) elov
a. love b.  elbow
c. eat d. last

2) furetu
a. fruit
b. futrue
c. future
d. fueture

3) inuresec
a. insecure b. ensecure
c. insecore d. ensure

4) meyon
a. manage
b. mood
c.  many
d. money

LAUGH OUT LOUD



Q1:
Whose guru was

Ramakant Achrekar?

a) Rahul Dravid   b)   Kapil Dev

c) Sachin Tendulkar   d)   Ravi Shastri

Q2:
Which former Indian batsman

announced his retirement from all

formats of cricket in September 2022?          

a) Suresh Raina   b)   Rohit Sharma

c) MS Dhoni   d)   Dinesh Kartik

Q3:
Who holds the world record in

“women’s triple jump”?          

a) Tatyana Lebedeva   b)   Inessa Kravets

c) Yulimar Rojas   d)   Olga Rypakova

Q4:
Which grandmaster won the 22nd

Dubai Open Chess Tournament in

September 2022?              

a) Aravindh Chithambaram   b)   R Praggnanandhaa

c) Pravin Thipsay   d)   Viswanathan Anand

Q5:
Which female hockey player won the

‘Dhruv Batra Player of the Year Award

2019’ at the Hockey India Annual Awards?

a) Rani Rampal   b)   Lalremsiami

c) Navneet Kaur   d)   Vandana Katariya

ANSWERS:

1. c. Sachin Tendulkar   2. a. Suresh Raina

3. c. Yulimar Rojas   4. a. Aravindh Chithambaram

5. a. Rani Rampal

Ramakant Achrekar
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T
he No. 1-ranked Swiatek outplayed No.
5 Ons Jabeur 6-2, 7-6 (5) in Arthur Ashe
Stadium on Saturday to claim her first
championship at the US Open and third
Grand Slam title overall. “For sure, this
tournament was really challenging,
also, because it’s New York. It’s so loud.

It’s so crazy,” she said after becoming the first
top-seeded woman to win the US Open since
Williams in 2014. “I’m really proud that I could
handle it mentally.”

Swiatek, like Jabeur, travels with a sports
psychologist, and it took some fortitude to finish

this one off. At 6-5 in the second set, Swiatek held her
first championship point. Right before Jabeur served,
Swiatek jogged over to the sideline to change rackets -
an unusual choice at that moment. When action resumed,
Swiatek missed a backhand. That could have been tough
to recover from. Indeed, Jabeur pushed things to the
tiebreaker, which she then led 5-4. But Swiatek steeled
herself, took the last three points and soon was accept-
ing the silver trophy and a $2.6 million winner’s check.

TWO MAJORS IN ONE SEASON
The 21-year-old from Poland won the French Open for
the second time in June and is the first woman since
Angelique Kerber in 2016 to collect two major titles in
a single season.

Jabeur did not face a single break point in her semi-
final victory, but she got broken right away when Swiatek
laced a cross-court backhand winner off a short ball to
cap a 15-stroke exchange. Eight minutes in, Swiatek had
grabbed 12 of the first 14 points for a 3-0 edge. “Put a lot
of pressure on me,” Jabeur said. Using her heavy top-
spin forehand to take charge from the baseline, Swiatek
dictated the tempo and trajectory of points. She ran her
opponent this way and that, never letting Jabeur use the
sorts of spins and variety that she’s accustomed to.

FIGHT BACK IN VAIN
When Jabeur did show off some of what she
can do, Swiatek would manage, more often than

not, to elongate points. She used her strong court cover-
age, backed by a soundtrack of squeaky sneakers as she
darted everywhere, sometimes even sliding as she ar-
rived at a ball, the way one does on red clay, her favourite
surface. When Jabeur missed a slice forehand early in
the second set, she dropped her racket to reflect her de-
spair. A few points later, she flung her racket while off
balance and falling face down. A running, down-the-line
backhand passing shot from Swiatek on the next point
made it 2-0 in that set. Then Jabeur did make things in-
teresting, briefly. She got to 4-all and, after ending up on
her back when an off-balance backhand won a point in
the next game, she stayed there, enjoying the moment,

pumping her fists while laying on the ground. Jabeur
earned three break chances in that game, any one of
which would have allowed her to serve for the set. She
could not cash in there, though, missing a groundstroke
on each. Swiatek needed to wait 10 minutes from her first
match point to the one that closed the contest.

JABEUR VOWS TO COME BACK 
Ons Jabeur struggled to hold back the tears after losing a
second consecutive Grand Slam final on Saturday, but while
the Tunisian said her US Open defeat to Iga Swiatek was
tough to take she vowed to come back swinging. AGENCIES

X
avi’s Barcelona climbed top of La Liga
with a 4-0 win over rock bottom Cadiz
in a match interrupted by a medical

emergency in the stands.Barca have 13 points
from five matches.

Frenkie de Jong scored first on 55 minutes
with Polish striker Robert Lewandowski dou-
bling the advantage ten minutes later. Barca’s
star signing of the close season Lewandows-
ki now has six goals in five Liga matches.

The match was halted in the 82nd minute.
Cadiz keeper Jeremias Ledesma grabbed a de-
fibrillator from the team bench and sprinted
across the pitch to throw it to emergency staff
in the stands. “This sort of thing goes beyond
football, we’re talking about a human life here,
so we all agreed to stop,” coach Xavi said. “For-
tunately they managed to save him.”

Barcelona scored twice more late on,
through Ansu Fati on 86 minutes and French-
man Ousmane Dembele, who made it 4-0 in
stoppage time. “It wasn’t a great game, but it
was a good one,” said Xavi, who takes his team
to Bayern Munich for a Champions League

match on Tuesday. AFP
Frenkie de Jong

Competitors take part in the swim of Ironman Wales at North Beach in

Tenby on Sunday
Photo: AFPPhoto: REUTERS

RIDING THE WAVES

DUNKLEY TOP SCORES AS ENGLAND CRUSH INDIA
WET CONDITIONS, DELAYED START ADD TO VISITORS’ WOES IN 1ST MATCH

I
ndia suffered a crushing defeat at the
hands of England on Saturday in a
rain-affected match on the riverside
ground, Chester-le-Street. Sophia
Dunkley’s unbeaten 61 anchored

their chase in the second innings after
Sarah Glenn took 4/23, the leg-spinner’s
best figures in T20Is, to confine India’s hit-
ters on a rainy night in Durham.

Amy Jones, filling in for Heather
Knight, asked India to bat after a delayed
toss. India enjoyed a successful powerplay,

losing only Smriti Mandhana while in-
creasing the total to 41. Mandhana had
tucked into the bowling of her Southern
Brave teammate Lauren Bell on her Eng-
land debut but succumbed to the second of
two consecutive lbw reviews off Bryony
Smith’s off-spin.

Before long, Shafali held out to long-
off. Sophie Ecclestone then bowled a
maiden over to Dayalan Hemalatha, who
eventually played a rash shot at a straight
delivery in the following over, leaving In-

dia tottering at 55 for 3.

SHARMA HITS 29
India captain Harmanpreet was dismissed
by Glenn, the ball staying horribly low to
rattle off stump. Glenn had her maiden T20I
four-for when India’s rookie Navgire slog-
swept direct to deep midwicket in the 17th
over. The Indian innings never got going
and the visitors managed to get to a below-
par total ending with 132 on board for the
loss of seven wickets. Deepti Sharma top-
scored for the visitors, scoring 29 runs off
24 balls.

Riding her luck, the English opener
played a match-winning knock and made a
mockery of the target which could have
proved fatal had the chances been grabbed
by the Indians. She scored 61 off 44 balls,
also stitching key partnerships with
Danielle Wyatt and Alice Capsey.

INDIA’S SLOPPY FIELDING
In addition to providing reprives to Dunk-
ley, India’s sloppiness in the field made life
easier for England in the chase. The ground
was wet, as evidenced by Radha Yadav’s
need for assistance after injuring her shoul-
der while fielding at backward point.

India will now face the English side in
the second T20I of the three-match series
on September 13 and will look to level the
series. AGENCIES

Sophia Dunkley

BARCELONA TROUNCE CADIZ,
CLIMB TO TOP IN LA LIGA

IGA SWIATEK SASHAYS TO
1ST US OPEN TITLE
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Ons Jabeur of Tunisia and Iga Swiatek of Poland pose for a photo with former

tennis ace Martina Navratilova after their Women’s Singles Final match

When people succeed, it is because of hard work.

Luck has nothing to do with success.

Diego Maradona, Argentine footballer MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2022

POLISH WORLD NO 1 BEATS JABUER 6-2, 7-6 (7-5)
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Iga Swiatek

FORCED TO PLAY IN WET CONDITIONS,  HARMANPREET

Captain Harmanpreet said

Indians were “forcefully

played” in wet conditions,

resulting in a nine-wicket

defeat for the tourists.

Harmanpreet was vocal

about the poor fielding

conditions in the second

innings, with the ground

being wet making life dif-

ficult for fielders. India

defeated England at the

Commonwealth Games

semi-final just a month

ago, but the T20 series

did not start well for them

on Saturday. “We were not

able to get the runs we

were expecting. I just feel

we forcefully played

because conditions were

not 100 percent fit to

play,” Harmanpreet said

after the match. However,

the Indian skipper backed

her teammates and added

that despite the wet con-

ditions which could have

resulted in injuries any-

time, everyone in the

team continued to give

their best.


